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As we fast draw towards 

the end of another year, it 

seems only fair to reflect 

back on some of the hap-

penings in this past year. 

Our CW weekend did not 

go down too well this year 

with poor activity. Hope-

fully this next year we will 

see a few more CW opera-

tors coming along and 

joining in the fun. The CW 

activity will be reduced 

from a 24 hour activity to 

a much easier 4 hours 

with no 80m due to the 

poor band conditions being 

experienced there. 

The AM and SSB QSO 

parties were much more 

active and it was good to 

hear so many trying out 

their skills on AM. The 

second session was 

dropped due to difficulty 

in advertising the event. 

This happened at the 

same time the SARL web-

site was experiencing a lot 

of problems. Thanks to the 

guys who have put in many 

hours to sort out the web 

problems. 

Our AGM came and went 

and a new President was 

elected for the next term of 

office. Our thanks of course 

to Don ZS5DR the outgoing 

President and welcome to 

Richard ZS6TF the Presi-

dent elect. Richard will 

officially take up office 

from the beginning of Jan-

uary. 

Its hard to believe the 

AWA is heading in to its 

tenth year of existence and 

we have seen it grow from 

strength to strength. Every 

year there are more people 

who want to associate with 

the AWA because of their 

love for antique wireless.  

As a member of the SARL 

and a club, we probably have 

one of the largest member-

ships. 

This year also saw the for-

mation of the Western Cape 

group which is also growing 

as more of the ham fraterni-

ty join in on the fun. 

Thanks to all of you who 

have participated in the nets 

and really kept the interest 

in the AWA going. It is of 

course only because of your 

interest, that we have man-

aged to keep going for so 

long. 

May the next year be a hap-

py and fruitful one for you 

all and may your shacks be 

filled with the warmth and 

glow of hollow state technol-

ogy. 

Happy Holidays to you all 

and best 73. 

De Andy ZS6ADY 

AWA Committee: 

 President—Don ZS5DR 

 Technical Advisor—Rad 
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 Secretary/PRO— 
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Amplitude Modulation 

 
Amplitude modulation (AM) is a technique used in electronic communication, most commonly 

for transmitting information via a radio carrier wave. AM works by varying the strength of the 

transmitted signal in relation to the information being sent. For example, changes in signal 

strength may be used to specify the sounds to be reproduced by a loudspeaker, or the light inten-

sity of television pixels. Contrast this with frequency modulation, in which the frequency is var-

ied, and phase modulation, in which the phase is varied. 

In the mid-1870s, a form of amplitude modulation—initially called "undulatory currents"—was 

the first method to successfully produce quality audio over telephone lines. Beginning with Re-

ginald Fessenden's audio demonstrations in 1906, it was also the original method used for audio 

radio transmissions, and remains in use today by many forms of communication—"AM" is often 

used to refer to the medium wave broadcast band (see AM radio). 



The CW net still goes along with interest 

and Barrie ZS6AJY sent me the following 

report. 

 

The AWA net  is still running on Saturday 

afternoons at 2pm. I call and usually get a 

few replies. If there is a RADAR or QRP 

contest on the go they call in for points 

and sometimes get good response. There 

are some regulars ZS6AVP, ZS6JBJ, 

ZS5CQD amongst them. 

Weekday afternoons from 2pm to 3pm I 

am on 7020. Also several regulars, and it 

seems there are others that listen, probably 

to practice their CW.  

Some just pop in for a quick report. 

ZS5DM has been calling in to get reports 

on the QRP rigs that he is developing and I 

understand is to be available in kit form. 

Also a 5W amplifier is in the pipe line. 

Conditions are very good these days, but 

we have been having storms. 

The higher frequency bands are excellent 

and there is plenty of activity.  I watch the 

DX Forum and occasionally see some ZS 

stations active. There is a lot of DX to be 

worked and a few months ago I spent af-

ternoons working 15 and 10 m with good 

results. But unless one is looking for cer-

tificates the endless 599 Pse QSL type of 

QSO gets a bit boring. 

I prefer to have a chat, get to know the 

person at the other end, and use CW to 

communicate! 

Thanks Barrie, and I must admit, I too am 

not really a number exchange QSL hunter. 

Much prefer to have a bit of a rag chew 

and get to know the other person. 

We have tried getting up really early, but in 

order to catch 80m before the D layer ab-

sorption takes place, one has to be really 

early. So winter still remains the best time 

for 80m on AM. 

With the promises of another AM station 

coming on air sometime in the future, name-

ly Richard ZS6TF, we look forward to hav-

ing more of you join us on the AM nets. 

AM can be rather challenging, as I am sure 

many of us have found out through trial and 

error. Transmitting MF is not the easiest of 

matters either, but does produce a lot of fun 

and enthusiasm once the bug bites. 

It matters not whether you use a 100 % AM 

rig or use a modern rig that can Transmit on 

Unfortunately, my 32V-3 has given up the 

ghost on me. During one of the Wednesday 

night AM sessions everything just went pear 

shaped and my old faithful died on me. 

With time constraints and salt mine activi-

ties taking president, I haven't had the time 

to even try to have a look at what has hap-

pened. 

Fortunately I can still listen in on the AM 

net and the old faithful's still fill the air-

waves with the joyful sounds of MF’s. 

As mentioned in the SSB section, 80m has 

not been that great and tends to fade out to 

Div 5 fairly quickly on a Saturday morning, 

leaving the local Div 6 and Div 4 stations 

time to play around on the band. 

AM, there is a challenge to get a good clean 

signal and perfect audio, that does not happen 

on SSB. So blow off the cobwebs and try that 

AM transmitter out and come along and join 

us on the air. 

CW Net: 

AM: 

days and really only open to a few of the 

local stations around the time of the SSB net. 

So it may just be worth while to try and draw 

in the guys from WC and see if  it will work 

for them. 

If you are able to hear us on 20m but cannot 

work us, send an email or sms or if all else 

fails, carrier pigeon. 

Look out for ZS0AWA on 14125, at least 

until we find a frequency that suits us. 

I will be using the Collins KWM2-A on 20m 

and the Collins S3 line on 40m. Hopefully it 

will work as well as what the 80m relay did 

and we will be blessed with good 5/9 com-

munication all round. Only time will tell. 

 

40m  certainly is the band of choice for local 

comms these days and the band has certainly 

been in good condition. That is with the ex-

ception of the Western Cape. It would seem 

that nothing wants to work in that direction. 

We are planning to drop the 80m relay for 

the Saturday morning SSB net and will be 

trying to get a 20m relay running using a 

beam in the Western Cape direction. Hope-

fully it will be broad enough to include parts 

of the Eastern Cape as far as East London. I 

am sure that after a few tests we will be 

know exactly how far and how wide we will 

be able to work. 

80m has really not been working well these 

SSB activity: 
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Only problem with my CW is its more like 

chewing the cud, it takes a while to digest 

properly. 

Keep up the CW and one of these days 

we’ll be able to get back on the net again. 

 

Best 73, 

De ZS0AWA  … -.- 

Collins 75A-4 

Collins KWM2-A 
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CONTACT US: 

 

P.O. Box 12320 

Benoryn 

1504 

 

NET TIMES AND FREQUENCIES: 

The following are times and frequencies for the AWA nets: 

 

AM Net—Wednesday evenings from around 18:30: Saturday mornings from around 06:00 or when band conditions allow. Fre-

quency—3615. 

 

SSB Net—Saturday mornings from 08:30. Frequencies—7070 with a relay on 14125. 

 

CW Net—Saturday afternoon from 14:00. Frequency—7020. 

(Times given are CAT or SAST) 

 

For Disposal: 
Yaesu FRG7 communications receiver with handbook for sale.  

In working order and excellent clean condition. 

R600 or nearest cash offer. 

 

James Fairlie ZS5ABW  Tel. 033-3867862 or 072-1799906 any time.  

 

Fax: 27 86 620 3291 

Mobile: 082 448 4368 

Email: andyzs6ady@vodamail.co.za 

  

Notices: 

Mission Statement 
Our aim is to facilitate, generate and maintain an interest in the location, acquisition, repair and use of yester-days radio transmitters and receivers. To encourage all like minded amateurs to do the same thus ensuring the maintenance and preservation of our amateur heritage.  

 

Membership of this group is free and by association. 

Antique Wireless Association 

of Southern Africa 

Get your backdated issues at  

http://harc.org.za/

newsletters/AWA/ 
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